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The Volvo S60 is a compact executive car manufactured and marketed by Volvo since and
began in its third generation in the model year. The first generation â€” [1] was launched in
autumn of [2] in order to replace the S70 and was based on the P2 platform. It had a similar
designed estate version called Volvo V70 and a sports version called S60 R. The second
generation â€” was released in for the model year and has its own estate version, known as the
Volvo V The third generation joined the Volvo line-up in for the model year. The Volvo S60 was
released in model year being the company's new generation sports sedan. Unlike its rivals, the
Volvo S60 continued production for 9 years with multiple facelifts. The S60 was refreshed in The
exterior was updated with body-colored side moldings and bumpers with chrome linings, as
well as new headlamps replacing the original with black housing. The interior received some
updates as well, with new seats, trim, and an updated center console. The S60 went through a
final facelift in with full body-colored bumper and door inserts and larger emblem in the front
and larger spaced out "V-O-L-V-O" letters in the rear. The interior featured a new pattern
upholstery which differs from its original pattern. Police specification models came about
through Volvo's extensive work alongside the users of the vehicles and Police Fleet
Management departments. As a result, the Police specification vehicles have a striking
difference from original showroom model that sometimes the Volvo S60 is used as police cars.
Firstly the suspension was up-rated to deal with the demands of Police work; this included
fitting the front suspension of the D5 model variant as the suspension was designed to deal
with the heavier diesel engine. Nivomat self-levelling suspension was also fitted to the rear to
ensure correct geometry of the vehicle, regardless of the weight carried. On early models, the
clutch was also replaced with the stronger D5 unit. A larger specification battery and A
alternator was also fitted to run all the extra equipment, along with a dedicated Police fuse box
in the boot. Extra wiring looms are also fitted specially for the Police radios and other
equipment, including CCTV cameras. Additional electrical noise suppression has been added
so as not to interfere with the sensitive electronics the police use. The speedometers in the
vehicles are calibrated from the factory and do not require recalibration unless the wheel and
overall rolling diameters are changed. During â€” the 2. The â€” models came with a 6-speed
manual or 6-speed automatic transmission which was no longer torque-restricted. Other
aspects which set the R apart from standard S60s were the large Brembo front and rear
four-piston brakes, inch 5-spoke "Pegasus" wheels available as an upgrade to the standard inch
wheels of the same design , blue faced "R" gauges, standard HID headlights , as well as the
Four-C suspension system. Semi-active suspension with Four-C a short name for "
Continuously Controlled Chassis Concept " allows the user to select from three modes:
Comfort, Sport, and Advanced. This is accomplished through a drive by wire throttle, allowing
the same pedal travel to result in different performance when the appropriate mode is selected,
[13] electronically controlled shock absorbers that can adjust themselves times a second, and a
complex series of sensors throughout the body of the vehicle. Volvo collaborated with
high-tech system developer Ohlins Racing AB and shock absorber manufacturer Monroe for the
self-adjusting shock absorbers. The Rs had three interior color options: Nordkap metallic dark
blue , Gobi light tan metallic and a R-only leather option; Atacama, available for an additional
charge. It was an unpainted, orangey-coloured natural leather with a baseball glove thickness
and feel. The S60 Rs have a 0. Another Volvo factory option for only the S60 R was a body kit
which included front bumper splitters, side skirts and a rear valance, color matched to the body.
The body kit was only available with certain body colors and in certain markets. The second
generation S60 began production in Ghent, Belgium on May 17, , with an expected annual
production of 90, vehicles. More differences in the second generation S60 include the new large
Volvo iron symbol, parallel to the grille LED day running lamps and larger spaced letters in the
brand name on rear. The engine range of the S60 and V60 comprises four petrol engines and
three diesels. The 2. Also, a new safety feature named " Pedestrian Detection " available on both
the V60 and S60 detects people in front of the car and automatically applies the brakes if the
driver does not react in time. The new sedan shows off Volvo's completely new design language
already seen in the Volvo XC60 concept. It rides on the same platform as the XC The goal of this
new design was to target younger demographics. In , the T5 engine was revamped before the
launch of the Drive-E arrival. Among the tweaks to the T5 power plant is a boost in engine
compression to 9. North America models went on sale as model year vehicles in late The driver
can select via three buttons among three driving modes: Pure, Hybrid or Power. A new limited
production model known as the S60 Cross Country saw a limited American release in the
autumn of as it was for the model year in Europe , with each dealership only getting one car.
Limited to about units from to It features a modified cylinder head and combustion chambers,
modified inlet manifold and air intake, special manufactured connecting rods, Garrett
turbocharger, Ferrita 3. The vehicle was unveiled at the Gothenburg CityArena. It includes a new

BorgWarner turbo, new intercooler, a 2. Delivery began in June Delivery was set to begin in
June to the local markets. The 3. That's a respectable output bump coming by way of massaged
engine management software, a stainless exhaust with millimetre 2. Polestar also did work to
the transmission with new calibration for quicker gearshifts and launch control capabilities. The
Haldex four-wheel-drive system also has Polestar tuning for more rear torque distribution, and
the stability control system has been massaged. Brakes get a nice upgrade with millimetre
Visual changes include new front and rear splitters, rear spoiler and diffuser. Inside there's a
thick-rimmed steering wheel and upgraded seats with suede inserts, suede door inserts and
blue accent stitching throughout. Other than the Polestar model, T6 Momentum model and the
T6 R-Design all other S60 models can be purchased or leased in the traditional way. Production
began in September in Ridgeville , South Carolina. Capacity can go up to , vehicles per year if
demand calls for it. The facility is Volvo's sixth, joining two European, two Chinese, and one
Malaysian location. Roughly 2, workers are expected to staff the plant. As of April , the
construction company finished building the complex's shell. At launch, it will come powered in
three trims: the T5, which features a turbocharged 2. The third generation S60 will have the
hybrid powertrain and be one of the five new electric models launched in along with the second
generation V60 and an all-electric sports coupe. The third generation S60 and V60 will also be
available as Polestar models. Standard gear on all S60s includes an improved City Safety
collision avoidance system based on Volvo's Vision The system can now help the driver do an
evasive maneuver and can detect and mitigate oncoming vehicles at intersections. On 14 and 15
October , the first-generation S60 T5 broke 18 British land speed records including the highest
average speed over a hour period for a Production Car class D cc at The car was standard
except for safety modifications such as a roll cage, exterior cut out switch, a modified fuel tank
and additional head support to allow the drivers BTCC drivers Anthony Reid , Rickard Rydell ,
John Cleland and Alain Menu as well as various Car journalists and ITV's Mike Brewer to rest
their neck during the 2-hour gaps between pit stops. Each pitstop included a driver change,
refuel and tyre changes due to the extreme stresses being placed on the front outside tyre.
Volvo regularly entered the S60 in the Swedish Touring Car Championship , where it finished
2nd in the drivers' championship twice and won the manufacturers' title once. The S60
continued to be raced after the formation of the Scandinavian Touring Car Championship , a
merger of the Swedish and Danish touring car championships. From to there was an S60
one-make racing series as a support series to the Swedish Touring Car Championship known
as the S60 Challenge Cup, using 26 factory-modified S60s. The second-generation model was
introduced for the season. In , its programme was expanded to include the SCAA Pro Racing
World Challenge , where it won both the drivers' championship, for factory driver Randy Pobst,
his fourth, and manufacturers' championships in the GT class. The programme was expanded
again in to include the Pirelli World Challenge. Volvo competed in the V8 Supercars
Championship with two rear wheel drive V8 BS powered S60s between and with Garry Rogers
Motorsport highlighted by a debut 2nd place at the Adelaide , a last second overtake to steal a
race win at the Phillip Island Circuit, and third for Scott McLaughlin in the series driver
standings. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Car model. Motor vehicle. Front engine
front-wheel drive or four-wheel drive. This section needs to be updated. Please update this
article to reflect recent events or newly available information. January This section needs
additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. August Learn how and
when to remove this template message. Petrol : 2. Volvo Car Corporation. Retrieved Archived
from the original on Volvo In Belgium". Brown Modified Mag April. The Auto Channel. Top Gear.
December 16, Green Car Congress. China Daily. Retrieved 13 June Archived PDF from the
original on Euro NCAP. Car and Driver. The Car Guide. Volvo Cars of North America. October
Top Speed. Volvo Car UK Ltd. Cyan Racing. ABC Radio Grandstand. Australian Broadcasting
Corporation. Fox Sports Australia. Hidden categories: CS1 French-language sources fr CS1
German-language sources de CS1 Swedish-language sources sv Articles with short description
Short description matches Wikidata Short description is different from Wikidata All articles with
unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from March Wikipedia articles in
need of updating from January All Wikipedia articles in need of updating Articles needing
additional references from August All articles needing additional references Commons category
link from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons. Compact executive car D. BT5 [15]. BT4 [16]. BT4 [15]. BSG [16]. BSG2 [16]. T3 [36].
Inline 4 with turbocharger. BT43 [37]. SPA platform. Wikimedia Commons has media related to
Volvo S Small family car. Compact executive car. Executive car. Crossover utility vehicle. V90
Cross Country. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. This was a

disaster. Told the car was in great shape. Started smoking on the drive to the prepurchase
mechanic. The car was leaking from the head gaskets, the turbo Nice enough salesman but
overall horrid experience. Stay away. Was very happy with my experience at crown motors. The
sales people were very nice and helpful. Round recommend them highly! Dealer was very
responsive and remained consistent with trying to help me in my search. Low pressure.
Encouraged me to take the vehicle for a long test drive wherever I wanted to go not a short
planned out route. I had a wonderful experience visiting with the guy at Bravo. He was very
helpful, sent me additional information on the car and we had a great conversation on the
phone. Great seller and very knowledgeable car guy. Wonderful experience. Hummers paint was
in bad condition. It was not ready to be shown. We drove 7 hours to buy it, cash in hand. Was a
wasted trip. Got a quick answer although vehicle was not ready for showing. I was told it was in
a minor fender bender and it was getting a touch up. I took my business somewhere else. No
complaints. I ended up not purchasing the vehicle I wanted because of its year and mileage, due
to its not meeting the financer's requirements. All in all it was a very good, very smooth
meeting. Tony lives up to his good reputation. I got a great car. It's a Nissan Juke. I love this car
and iys a Turbo. I really got an incredible deal, seriously. Thanks CarGurus. I put this company
at the top of my list an would refer all my friends to CarGurus for real. Amazing experience!
Tony was patient, very friendly, professional and made sure my needs were met during my car
buying experience. Thanks Alfa Motors. Highly recommend! We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Request Information. Why Use CarGurus? Volvo
dealers in Atlanta GA. Volvo dealers in Chicago IL. Volvo dealers in Dallas TX. Volvo dealers in
Houston TX. Volvo dealers in Los Angeles CA. Volvo dealers in Miami FL. Volvo dealers in New
York NY. Volvo dealers in Philadelphia PA. Volvo dealers in Washington DC. Volvo V70 R For
Sale 5 listings. I bought my S60R used with 63, miles and drove it 2, miles the first five days a lot
of travel. The car was comfortable, and I never felt tired after a long drive. The Comfort
suspension setting does imitate a luxury ride, but make no mistake: this is a sports car
attempting to give you a little more comfort if needed. The Volvo S60 R was made for the Sport
suspension setting. This car is reliable, handles excellent, provides ample low to mid-range
torque, and inspires confidence in the driver. For me: City 22mpg, Highway 28mpg. If you want
to drive this car with a heavy foot, expect less. This car is the perfect balance between the daily
driver and weekend warrior. In a matter of a second my fuel sipping, turbo spooling Saab, as
well as my ego, plowed into a short bus. Literally A week later Saab went bust. The adjustable
suspension and stereo are amazing. This car does take some getting used to, however. The
turning circle makes you think of Kirstie Alley trying to do gymnastics, when in a parking lot.
Once you unleash it on the road however, all of that disappears as fast the cars in your rear
view mirror. This S60R has had chronic suspension and alignment problems such that all 4 tires
were cupped after miles. Of the 4 tires, the right-rear tire has the worst cupping. Attempts by the
dealer to fix problem were not initially pursued and are now reluctantly pursued. The car
performs at its best with quality 93 octane gasoline. By quality I mean from Shell, Exxon,
Chevron, etc. Any low quality gas or under 93 octane and you will have a non turbo S60 2. Also,
it is important to have the foot on the entire accelerator pedal for best results. City driving and
hard acceleration now and then, yields mpg. Almost nobody knows what is under the hood, so
it is fun to see other drivers trying to race you from light to light and being left behind every
single time. The S60 R is an outstanding car. I recommend this car to everybody. The best
feature of this car is the active chassis setting. You really see the difference in handling on the
different road types. The performance of the car is great. My transmission is auto, the manual
trans take away one full sec from The quality of the interior is excellent; you will see all the
gizmos that the car has. The space of the back seats is very small. But if you have kids just buy
a mini van. If you are going to buy a Volvo s60r I recommend you to buy the sport body option.
This option gives the car the sporty look that will turn head. This car is also AWD; basically the
car is glue to the road. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the S View
Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars
2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all S60s for sale. Sponsored cars related to
the S Sign Up. If your main influences in buying a budget-friendly used performance car are

Facebook groups and Instagram , then you might not know anything outside the MK4
Volkswagen GTI exists. The hot hatchbacks are greatâ€”trust us, we race VWs ourselves. The
S60R is underrated, under-appreciated, and overlooked, but is it a reliable used car? That
depends on how you define reliability. In terms of longevity, yes, S60Rs are known for being
able to run for , or even , miles. Volvo first introduced the S60R for the model year, riding on the
ever-versatile P2 platform. It surprised the industry with a performance sedan that rivaled the
contemporary Audi S4 but instead of employing a V8, it had a turbocharged, 2. Peak torque
carried from 1, rpm all the way to 5, rpm, while peak horsepower picked up shortly after at 5,
rpm. The S60R is typically stacked against other European sedans, but what about a Stuttgart
sports car? This is possible thanks to its Haldex all-wheel-drive setup and sweet, sweet five-pot
we talked about before. Later on, in , the Haldex AWD system was revised for a quicker reaction
time to spinning wheels. At this point, Volvo had nearly perfected the formula for inline-fives. It
produced so many variants of the engine that the boosted 2. As mentioned, the S60R does
require extra love to keep it roadworthy. Before buying your own, just make sure to inspect the
Haldex all-wheel-drive system and the aforementioned Four-C suspension, which are fairly
complex. As with anything, improper upkeep or neglect can lead to problems here. If you like
the S60R, or have any stories about why this might not be the case, leave your thoughts in the
comments below. Caleb cut his teeth on European cars with a '93 Volkswagen Corrado he
owned in high school. Despite being tall enough to drive with his head out the sunroof, he
always thought it fit him well. Nowadays, he gets his kicks dreaming about lifted Volvo Turbos.
Replacing a Volvo P1 timing belt is no easy task as it's an extensive process with very little
space to work. Follow our step-by-step guide to do it yourself. What is a vacuum pump on a car
and what does it do are the two most-asked questions we're asked about them. Read or watch
to learn more about car vacuum pumps. Choosing and replacing a Volvo battery is as simple as
can be. Follow this guide to choose the right battery and replace it in just a few simple steps.
Replacing the water pump on a Volvo P1 such as the first-generation Volvo C30 is no small task.
Follow this DIY to keep your P1 from overheating. Learn how to test and replace the auxiliary
battery on your SPA Volvo. Spark plugs and ignition coils play a crucial role in any car by
providing spark to each cylinder, and P3 Volvos are no different. Like in any car, changing your
oil on a Volvo SPA or P3 such as the S90 is one of the most effective ways to keep your engine
healthy. This guide shows how. It also beats the B6-generation Audi S4 by a tenth, in case you
were wondering. Written by : Caleb Jacobs. More Related Articles. An elegant luxury sedan or a
sleek sport sedan? The Volvo S60 can fill both of these roles, though not with the grace of some
German rivals. Remember the days when Volvo cars were universally thought of as boxy,
boring, and sensible? OK, some of you may still think that, but in the past eight years, the
Swedish company has embraced softer design and sharper driving dynamics to expand its
audience beyond safety-conscious suburban parents. It started with the introduction of the
sleek C70 in and the curvaceous S80 in , and then continued with the debut of the midsize S60
for the model year. Without sacrificing any of the usual Volvo trademarks such as safety and
upscale features, Volvo has positioned the S60 as a stylish, sporty sedan, a car that would
appeal to someone who likes to drive. Engines are turbocharged and suspension tuning in the
S60 is tighter than you might expect, although it's still not firm to the level of most German
sport sedans. With ample power and vise-grip brakes, the S60 can hustle through canyons at a
brisk pace -- just don't expect to keep up with BMWs forever. Inside, the Volvo S60 is larger in
dimensions than most of the compact entry-level luxury sedans it competes with, and it's
equipped with incredibly comfortable seats and, of course, all of the latest safety equipment is
on board as well. Volvo's somewhat enigmatic climate control system makes for unnecessary
fiddling now and then, but for the most part, the S60's interior uses high-quality components
and a functional design. But would you want to buy one? That probably depends on what you
are looking for. If you have owned Volvo cars in the past and want one that's sportier, the Volvo
S60 would be an excellent match for you. One other thing to keep in mind: Most Volvo S60
models don't come with a great deal of luxury content, and a couple thousand dollars' worth of
options are usually necessary to create an upscale ambience -- at which point some of its
competitors might begin to seem like a better value. Four trim levels are available on the Volvo
S60 -- base 2. The four vary on the basis of standard equipment and engine type. The 2. The T5
comes with upgraded trim and a power passenger seat. Options include an excellent speaker
Dolby sound system with a four-disc CD changer, a DVD-based navigation system, an adaptive
suspension, inch wheels, leather upholstery, heated seats and a sunroof. The Volvo S60 2. The
T5 is the most powerful S60 with its hp, 2. Both the 2. Automanual functionality is available on
all models except the 2. Safety features include side airbags for front occupants, side curtain
airbags for front and rear passengers, anti-submarine seats and whiplash-reducing head
restraints. Stability control is standard on the T5 and optional for all other models. In

government crash testing, the Volvo S60 scored four out of five stars for the driver and front
passenger in the frontal impact category. Side-impact scores were five stars for both front- and
rear-seat occupants. In frontal offset crash testing, the S60 received a "Good" rating overall the
best possible. The base S60 2. The T5 should be your choice if you like to do things quickly but
don't mind some turbo lag. Overall, the Volvo S60 provides a smooth, serene ride that veers
more toward comfort than sport. These Volvo cars hold the road well when driven around twists
and turns, but when pushed hard, they can't maintain the composure of sportier rivals. What's
more, bumps and ruts tend to upset the chassis more so than in other entry-luxury sedans. The
steering is relatively quick but lacks road feel, while the brakes provide strong stopping power.
The interior of the Volvo S60 is functional but doesn't feel upscale unless you add options like
leather upholstery. The controls are nicely weighted; although, the pictograms depicting the
various functions can be difficult to understand. There is seating for five, but rear passengers
may find legroom tight. The front seats always receive the highest accolades, with a blend of
cushioning and support and a myriad of controls that allow variously sized bodies to fit
comfortably. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car
you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find
cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Volvo S60 R. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Volvo lease specials Check out Volvo S60 lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Doesn't handle with true sport sedan precision, expensive optional
equipment, turbo lag and torque steer in the T5 model, tight rear legroom. Other years. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the S60 for sale near you. See
Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds'
Expert Review. Vehicle overview. For , the base 2. Both the AWD and T5 models get new alloy
wheel designs. Read more. Write a review See all 97 reviews. The best of both worlds. I bought
my S60R used with 63, miles and drove it 2, miles the first five days a lot of travel. The car was
comfortable, and I never felt tired after a long drive. The Comfort suspension setting does
imitate a luxury ride, but make no mistake: this is a sports car attempting to give you a little
more comfort if needed. The Volvo S60 R was made for the Sport suspension setting. This car is
reliable, handles excellent, provides ample low to mid-range torque, and inspires confidence in
the driver. For me: City 22mpg, Highway 28mpg. If you want to drive this car with a heavy foot,
expect less. This car is the perfect balance between the daily driver and weekend warrior. Read
less. For a Type R Personality. In a matter of a second my fuel sipping, turbo spooling Saab, as
well as my ego, plowed into a short bus. Literally A week later Saab went bust. The adjustable
suspension and stereo are amazing. This car does take some getting used to, however. The
turning circle makes you think of Kirstie Alley trying to do gymnastics, when in a parking lot.
Once you unleash it on the road however, all of that disappears as fast the cars in your rear
view mirror. This S60R has had chronic suspension and alignment problems such that all 4 tires
were cupped after miles. Of the 4 tires, the right-rear tire has the worst cupping. Attempts by the
dealer to fix problem were not initially pursued and are now reluctantly pursued. The car
performs at its best with quality 93 octane gasoline. By quality I mean from Shell, Exxon,
Chevron, etc. Any low quality gas or under 93 octane and you will have a non turbo S60 2. Also,
it is important to have the foot on the entire accelerator pedal for best results. City driving and
hard acceleration now and then, yields mpg. Almost nobody knows what is under the hood, so
it is fun to see other drivers trying to race you from light to light and being left behind every
single time. See all 97 reviews of the Used Volvo S60 R. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash
Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test.
See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the S
Sign Up. Whenever our friends at Volvo stop by the office to lend us their latest and greatest,
odds are good we'll hear more about airbags and Boron steel than horsepower and handling.
Volvo's first and foremost selling point is that its cars are dedicated to the issue of safety. Like
contraceptives, they prevent unplanned things from happening, but they're not much fun.
Nonetheless, it's a rep that has kept the Swedish brand afloat through economic dips and
competitive tidal waves, although it couldn't prevent the Norwegian car carrier Tricolor from

establishing residency at the bottom of the English Channel last December with XC90s aboard.
If only those airbags had deployed. We were pleasantly surprised, then, when Volvo product
communications manager Dan Johnston and R-car line manager Hans Nilsson arrived in our
parking lot with a Passion Red S60 R AWD and we heard the word "safe" right before
"good-bye. That's it? That's all the safety talk we get? Damn, this really is a different kind of
Volvo. According to Nilsson, Volvo forked out 10 times as much money on the S60R compared
with any previous R model, the last being the hp T-5R wagon of That's probably why the S60R
features horsepower, all-wheel drive, a fancy adjustable suspension, and Brembo brakes.
Highs: Three hundred horses and a chassis able to rein them in, precise shifter, Swedish good
looks. The S60R is powered by a thoroughly modified version of the hp, 2. It also means
bye-bye to the low-pressure Mitsubishi turbo and hello to a larger KKK unit that more than
doubles peak boost to The result is ponies peaking at rpm and pound-feet of torque from to
rpm. Although refined isn't its middle name-remember this 2. It feels coarse doing so, as if the
engine were grating a big wedge of Parmesan, and the sound is strained and raucous, causing
involuntary teeth clenching when shifting at redline. But the results are all smiles. Zero to 60
mph comes at just 5. Reaching the quarter-mile marker takes another 8. The engine is paired
with a new six-speed manual that's a huge improvement over the five-speed gearbox we
experienced in the T5, which had a vague, rather sloppy unit unbefitting a so-called sports
sedan. Conversely, the six-speed offers short throws, precise action, and narrowed gates,
making quick shifts a satisfying snap. At least one editor thought the gates too narrow, forcing
him to constantly ponder which gear was engaged. Praise cannot be heaped on the clutch,
however, which engages way too high and feels as if it were hiding a coil-over. This is not a car
that one jumps into and instantly drives smoothly. The hyper clutch and the turbo boost require
some acclimation time, but once mastered, the R presents few difficulties. Driven on a mix of
roads, it is apparent that engineers gave diligent attention to the R's chassis, creating a sports
sedan suitable for both highway and hairpin. Each shock features one valve for rebound and
compression and is instantaneously adjusted based on input from seven accelerometers placed
throughout the car. Via three buttons in the center of the dash, the dampers can be set to
comfort, sport, or advanced, the last suitable for racetracks or twisty roads only and preferably
if they're ultra-smooth. It could also have been labeled aquavit, because it's about as stiff. As
long as the roads are buttery, the advanced mode is tolerable, rewarding the driver with the
buttoned-down sensation of a GT car. Otherwise, sport mode offers the ideal compromise over
most surfaces and is the setting we used regularly. It serves up plenty of bumps and ripples,
similar to the ride in an S4 or M3 , but it's an acceptable harshness. Comfort is the option of
choice on the interstate, but that's the only place we'd recommend using it. It may be a
comfortable selection for the highway, but it's not comforting on curvy roads, especially if
they're rough or grooved. On our 10Best handling loop, we experienced a lot of body
movement, with the tail hopping around and wiggling like an excited pit bull. Lows: An engine
searching for refinement, spring-loaded clutch with an Everest engagement, steering lacks feel.
The tail would feel more planted if the Haldex all-wheel-drive system were set up for more rear
torque bias. Only under acceleration or when slippage occurs does the system transfer up to 50
percent of torque to the rear. Aggressive cornering results in typical front-drive push, but
feather the throttle to send more torque to the rear axle, and the rear series Pirelli P Zero
Rossos buckle down, rocketing the car through exits with more steam than you thought
possible. It's easier to rotate the car by hitting a button once to reduce Dynamic Stability and
Traction Control DSTC , which leaves the stability control on but retards brake intervention for
some sideways fun. That button must be hit five times to completely deactivate the system. Why
five times? Nilsson said, "We wanted the driver to be really sure. Through tight turns and long
sweepers, the car does an excellent job of staying flat, exhibiting but a smidge of body roll. On
the skidpad, the S60R registered 0. Exploiting that grip would be more fun if the steering didn't
feel so artificial. The quick-ratio 2. The brakes, on the other hand, offer good feedback and
perform flawlessly. With Suitable for the track, the Brembos don't know the word fade, making
short work of dozens and dozens of turns. There are plenty of visual cues to differentiate the R
from lesser S60s, all of which transform the R into quite a looker. Tasteful inch alloy wheels 17s
are standard do justice to the gaping wheel arches, a new front bumper feeds more air to the
engine and reduces lift by 25 percent, and a subtle deck spoiler adds an M5 touch to the trunklid
while reducing lift by 20 percent. Inside, the dash, the steering wheel, the shift knob, and the
door handles feature blue stitching, which looks good if you notice it against the black leather.
The sport seats, contrasted in tan hides, are comfortable and offer plenty of lateral support.
Blue gauges with polished metal surrounds decorate the instrument panel, turning the S60's
mortuary kiosk into something that actually looks fashionable. For the money, the R is a
no-brainer. If you choose to spend another 10 or so grand on one of the German hot rods, well,

we understand. They're faster, more prestigious, and deliver that oneness between man and
machine that the R has yet to achieve. But the R's performance numbers are right on the heels
of the Germans', which speaks volumes about how far Volvo has come with the R, not to
mention the leap from the T5 and AWD. And keep in mind that for the R's money the only other
sedans in the same league are the Audi A4 3. Roughly Rs are heading to the U. Don't wait too
long, or you may be stuck with a salesperson trying to unload a T5. M3, S4, S60R. These
alphanumerics can now be spoken in the same breath with a straight face and no eye rolls.
Volvo has gotten serious and spent big in the braking, handling, and horsepower departments
and added Haldex all-wheel drive to send excess torque to the rear axle instead of up the
steering column. The shifter feels accurate, and each of the three suspension settings is useful
some less so in Michigan. The car even looks cool, especially its blue gauges. Yes, it's a second
slower than an M3. It's also about 11 grand cheaper, less extreme, and easier to drive smoothly,
while still providing 90 percent of the visceral thrill. Thumbs up. There's a lot of bang for the
buck here. I'm impressed by the combination of speed and comfort. Although I might prefer the
Audi S4, it's more expensive. Same goes for the less comfy but quicker BMW M3. For the same
dough, I'd pop for the four-wheel-drive BMW xi. True, it's slower than the S60R, but it has much
better steering feel and handling, it's more fun to drive, and the gearbox feels slicker than the
Volvo's. I like road feel and communication in a sporty car, and that's what the Volvo lacks. The
S60R is a good car among a group of great ones, but it needs something to differentiate itself.
Not a huge fan of Volvos? Don't expect the R to fill your head with sweaty Swedish dreams.
Volvo spent plenty to make the R distinct. Blue-faced gauges, the clever slip-control software,
the unique rear toe-in control arms, and the g-emoting thrust delivered to four
computer-controlled tires. The brakes are mighty clamps more appropriate to a Porsche. But
some of the old boxmaker is still there in the clunk of the shifter, the remote steering, and the
BMW-with-bronchitis exhaust note from the syncopated five-cylinder. The R is extra-hot sauce
to Volvo's conservative constituency but still on the mild side for the heretofore unconvinced.
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